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BONAVISTA – LUXURY HOLIDAY RENTAL, BARBADOS

Saint James, Barbados

4 BEDS | 4 BATHS | SLEEPS UP TO 8 GUESTS | 5 NIGHT MINIMUMPRICE LISTED IS PER

NIGHTBonavista sits on a quiet stretch of white, sand beach on the stunning West Coast of Barbados.

Upon arrival, guests enter a paved courtyard complemented by lush Caribbean greenery. An arched

doorway provides a dramatic 'window to the sea' offering tempting views of the shimmering Caribbean

waters.As you walk through the hallway, glimpses of a nautical Caribbean lifestyle are revealed. The

hallway is decorated with stone turtle footstools and your eyes are drawn to the magnificent Caribbean Sea

and pool views. An impressive iron anchor is nestled among a colourful fusion of tropical foliage adding to

the cool charm of the villa.This luxury Barbados vacation rental features a Roman-style fountain in a small

alcove and a slightly dimmed nook offers a cosy retreat. The drawing room is elegantly outfitted with

mahogany furnishings, antique Oriental rugs and polished antique mirrors. The living areas flow onto a

covered terrace that is fully equipped with a full dining area, recessed service counter and a wet bar.An

inviting swimming pool and deck complements this villa and provides guests with the perfect spot to enjoy

the dazzling sea views and the tropical trade winds.Watch the sun rising and setting over the Caribbean Sea

from the upper floor of this luxury villa. There are four beautifully furnished bedrooms – all air-

conditioned with en suite bathrooms. An upstairs family room, equipped with state-of-the-art electronics

and a spacious balcony enjoys striking views of the pool.Bonavista strikes a harmonious balance, offering

private accommodation with all of the modern conveniences. Beyond the walls of your private retreat you

will find shopping and golf and if you want to feel the warm waves lapping at your feet, access to a white,

sandy beach is right at your doorstep. This luxurious villa is easily one of the most stunning Barbados

beachfront holiday rentals.Please note that only fully vaccinated guests are permitted.TO CONFIRM

AVAILABILTY & PRICE, PLEASE CONTACT US BELOW WITH YOUR TRAVEL DATES.*

Property ID: 50155* Price: Start From USD$1,550/Per Night* Bedrooms: 4* Bathrooms: 4* Property

Status: HOLIDAY RENTAL* Air Conditioning* Barbeque* Beachfront* Ceiling Fans* Communal Pool*

Dryer* Housekeeping* Internet access* Landscaped Gardens* Media Room* On site security* Outdoor

Shower
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Rental Rates

Summer Rates:  $1,550 US /night 

Yes Name: NVEST EstatesTelephone: +1 (246) 2893078

Make Enquiry

Property Type:  House

Bedrooms:  4

Bathrooms:  4

Listed:  22 Feb 2024
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